
From: mexico@latinintel.com
Date: November 8, 2009 10:42:13 PM EST

Subject: Mexico Watch

Dear Mexico Watch Subscribers,

I'm sure that over the past three months of service suspension many of you  have experienced confusion, 
frustration or disappointment, or a mixture of  all three. I, your editor, am now writing personally to explain the 
situation.

Firstly, it is with the deepest regret that I must inform you that the  Mexico Watch Intelligence Service sees itself 
forced to discontinue all of  our newsletters and subscriptions. I will explain why in a moment, but  first, let me 
detail what we have done in an attempt to compensate you:

1) The company Thomson Reuters will fulfill the remainder of your  subscription with its newsletter, the North 
American Free Trade &  Investment Report, which has extensive Mexican coverage. If you prefer, 
you will also be able to substitute that report with your choice of  Venture Equity Latin America, Latin American 
Law & Business Report or  Practical Mexican Tax Strategies. All of these newsletters are published 
by Thomson Reuter's WorldTrade Executive division. 

2) You will have free lifetime access to the archives of the Monthly  Report, the Weekly Briefing, and the 
Political Briefing, all of which are available for download and all of which are completely indexed by our 
internal search engine (thus are fully searchable). You may access these  archives at http://www.latinintel.com, 
where you will need to sign in with  your username and password in order to enter the archives. 

3) Our free blog http://mexicowatchblog.latinintel.com/mexicointel.html  will continue to operate, where you 
can track news, indicators, and  markets, and which can also be followed via an ATOM/RSS reader. Though 
this endeavor is unpaid, I intend to enrich the content and solicit the  continued participation of former Mexico 
Watch contributors. 

To discontinue our Mexico Watch Intelligence Service strikes a painful personal blow to me, not only because I 
am the primary shareholder of the  company, but because covering the unpredictable rough-and-tumble world 
of 
Mexican business, politics and the economy as an analyst and from an independent perspective has been a 
great passion and source of  satisfaction for me. I will sadly miss this vocation.

The principal reason that the service is being discontinued is financial. Mexico Watch began to experience cash 
flow problems in the final months of  2007 -- which we now know is when the US and Mexican recessions 
actually  began. Many companies informed us their subscription budgets had suffered  draconian reductions, 
and more and more of them simply opted not to renew. After many months of cash flow disruptions and the 
reliance on credit for  operational purposes, the world's markets imploded and we were no longer  able to 
obtain financing. Mexico Watch has always been a small company,  and is now a classic victim of the severe 
recession that the global economy has been struggling with. 

However, our run-of-the-mill financial problems have been seriously  aggravated by an ongoing campaign of 
legal harassment and attrition by Intel Corporation. Yes, the chip-maker. In July 2007, the company's 
counsel served us with a cease and desist notice regarding the use of 'intel' in our URL, latinintel.com. Intel, 
they argued, was a trademark  they owned. We responded that intel is a widely accepted abbreviation for 
"intelligence" in the sense of information gathering and analysis. In fact, we had a linguist research this 

http://www.latinintel.com/
http://mexicowatchblog.latinintel.com/mexicointel.html


etymology, and found evidence of the use of this word in this sense dating back to at least the 1950s. Intel 
Corporation was formed in 1968. 

We endured countless emails and phone calls, conference appointments that were canceled or simply ignored, 
and long periods of inexplicable silence from a series of three lawyers at Intel Corporation's external counsel. 
Eventually, the case ended up in the hands of Intel Corporation's internal lawyers, and we waded through more 
fruitless communications and vexations. On October 23 of this year, yet another lawyer from yet another 
external 
law firm formally filed suit against us in state and federal court venues in the US.

From the beginning, we recognized that our business asset, the use of the word intel in our URL, could have 
brand value to Intel Corporation, and out of sensitivity to that recognition, we offered to sell it to them for 
a very modest price (when everyone around us was urging us to pitch for millions). We based our valuation on 
strictly technical costs of migration and a small brand equity we believe to have constructed in our LatinIntel 
identity. We used accepted accounting methods to calculate our brand equity. And from the very beginning and 
up until the present moment, Intel Corporation and their counsel maintained that the word intel was their 
exclusive property, and not our asset to sell. This gulf in opinion was never even remotely bridged during the 
past two-plus years. In fact, roughly a year ago we demanded that they discontinue their campaign of 
legal harassment and cease the emails and phone calls. In the capricious manner of the Intel Corporation legal 
strategy, when we issued this demand, one of their lawyers promptly called us up on the phone.

This experience has been extremely draining on our scarce time resources, made scarcer by our lack of access 
to working capital during the crisis. Unable to pay for the legal battle against Intel Corporation, we are 
currently setting up a defense fund in order to keep the word intel in the public domain. Because who knows: 
Perhaps LatinIntel will one day be able to restart. 

Donations are being accepted at PayPal at donate@intelfortheintelligent.com. Further details on the defense 
fund will soon be made available on our Web page http://www.latinintel.com, and, shortly (but we are still 
working on this) at http://www.intelfortheintelligent.com. 

We would welcome any contribution from you, and not just because we have enjoyed warm relationships with 
most of our readers during these many years, but because if the kind of action Intel Corporation is pursuing is 
permitted to prosper, you may some day no longer be able to enjoy an apple; though you may still perhaps be 
able to eat a generic sweet tree fruit. 

Again, as editor and publisher of the Mexico Watch Intelligence Service, it is with the utmost regret and sorrow 
that I inform you of the discontinuation of our publications at this time. 

Any further communications regarding Mexico Watch should be directed to:
contact@latinintel.com or to me personally at jwright@latinintel.com.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Wright
Executive Director 

Americas News Intel Publishing LLC 
Producer of the Mexico Watch intelligence service 
2520 SW 22nd Street 
Suite 2-138 
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